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Bremby, from DSS, followed by Representative
Kupchick, and then Vicki Veltri, the Healthcare
Advocate.
COMMISSIONER RODERICK L. BREMBY: Good afternoon,
Senator Musto, Representative Tercyak,
distinguished members of the committee.
I'm Rod Bremby, Commissioner of DSS, and I'm
here today to testify on a number of bills that
impact our department.
I believe you have
before you our testimony, so I'll just hit
the -- the highlights and stand for questions,
along with several members of my staff.

•

Regarding Senate Bill 391, AN ACT EXPANDING
ACCESS TO VETERANS TO PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
PROGRAMS, this bill proposes that Veterans' aid
and attendance be excluded from determining
eligibility for DSS programs and services.
We
believe that there will be a minimal impact for
withholding, and so based on the information we
have at this time, we support this proposal .
Senate Bill 392, AN ACT CONCERNING PHARMACY
MEDICATION REIMBURSEMENT.
The purpose of this
bill is to establish various reimbursement
rates for different types of pharmacies, to
establish tiers, in effect.
The reimbursement
would be based on whether a retail pharmacy is
a chain versus an independent pharmacy.
The
language in ~he bill distinguishes independent
pharmacies from chain pharmacies, based on
ownership, as privately owned versus publicly
traded, and by the number of in-state stores.
While this proposal is well intended, funding
was not including in the Governor's recommended
budget adjustments to support this increase.
Therefore, this proposal cannot be supported by
the department.
Senate Bill 394, AN ACT CONCERNING MEDICAID
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part -- as a part of the department's
rebalancing initiative. The final report has
been released, is available on our web site;
the bill, therefore, is not necessary, as it
would duplicate efforts already underway.
House Bill__5_4-7-6., AN ACT EXPANDING CONSUMER
CHOICE FOR SKILLED NURSING CARE AT HOME.
This
bill would establish a pilot program under
Section 1115 Medicaid waiver to allow
individuals receiving continuous skilled
nursing services in their home to have the
option of directly hiring registered and
licensed practical nurses rather than the State
paying for services through a home health
agency.
The department would be required to
create a methodology and fee to certify nurses;
certification would include but not be limited
to nurses who (1) have a current affiliation
with an accredited hospital or nursing
facility; (2) have a current Medicaid provider
number; (3) have at least one year-of
experience providing care; (4) certify in
writing that they have not -- they shall not
terminate care without providing a two-week
written notice to the consumer, except in
documented cases of severe illness, injury or
death; (5) agree to implement a
physician-approved plan of care; (6) submit to
a criminal background check and demonstrate no
convictions; and, (7) certify in writing that
they shall assist the consumer in obtaining
replacement care in the event the nurse is
unavailable to work for any reason.
The department would also be required to survey
Medicaid recipients living at home with
continuous skilled nursing services to
determine whether they have experienced
interruptions of care and reasons for such
interruptions to determine the staffing levels
of home health agencies and salaries these

•
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agencies pay their nursing staff.
The department funds nursing services provided
to the individuals in their homes by enrolling
and paying home health agencies as providers.
While federal law permits the State to cover
private-duty nursing without the use of
licensed health care agencies, the department
currently limited coverage to services provided
by home health agencies because such agencies
are well regulated and afford the most
protection for clients.
The department has opposed legislation similar
to this bill in the past because it removes the
protections that clients have if their regular
nurse cannot provide service or if the agency
wishes to discontinue services.
In both cases,
the agency is required to maintain services
until another care provider is identified.

•

Lastly, this bill requires a survey of Medicaid
clients requiring continuous skilled nursing
services in their homes to assess the frequency
that their services are interrupted. The
department is not opposed to such a measure and
will endeavor to conduct such a survey. This
survey can be conducted administratively,
therefore legislation is not required.
This change to our services would require the
department to seek a Medicaid waiver from the
federal C -- Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services, a long and arduous process which
consumes limited resources. Moreover, if
approved by CMS, these changes would not apply
to just one individual but to all Medicaid
recipients, hence, we do not support the bill.
House Bill 5477, AN ACT CONCERNING MEDICAID.
This bill would require that we conduct a -- a
study of Medicaid programs including (1) the
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Good afternoon -COMMISSIONER RODERICK L. BREMBY:
REP. GIBBONS:
-- Commissioner.
you here.

Good afternoon.
It's nice to have

Thank you for your long testimony on a variety
of bills.
I hope that some of them can be
worked out with negotiations with your office
so that we can see which ones are -- are really
going to help the most people for the most
COMMISSIONER RODERICK L. BREMBY:
REP. GIBBONS-:

-- dollars --

COMMISSIONER RODERICK L. BREMBY:

•

REP. GIBBONS:

We'd like --

-- to do that.

-- available .

Specifically, I'd like to ask you a couple
questions about H.B. 5476, EXPANDING CONSUMER
CHOICE FOR SKILLED NURSING CARE AT HOME.
I
know that you and a constituent of mine and I
have had considerable conversations on this,
but I would just like to ask you a couple
questions.
The -- the basic reason behind this is that if
you got some constituent or a consumer, a
Medicaid consumer with severe medical needs,
he's found that the agencies just cannot keep
enough qualified nurses on staff or on the
registry because of the low reimbursement
rates.
By offering the ability of an LPN or an
RN to be his or her own Medicaid provider, the
amount paid to the -- to the nurse would
be less than what the agency is currently

•
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billed but more than what the nurse makes from
the agency deduction of the fee; that's number
one.
And number two, I think the other point you
make is that this legislation is keeping it a
nation-wide -- keeping up with a nation-wide
trend where the Federal Health Reform Act was
trying to offer consumers less restrictive care
at home. And 24 states already offer some sort
of provision that home health care nurses can
be their own providers.

•

You mention in your testimony that you were
concerned that this was going to expand into
all Medicaid recipients.
We would be very
happy to limit this to a pilot, to a geographic
area, to people simply on ventilators. Some of
the states that we researched allow this
program only for people with severe medical
disabilities who are at home, and ventilators
was one of the -- one of the things .
If we could come in and talk to you and
restructure the bill so as it would be very
limited, would you be adverse to going forward
with the waiver?
COMMISSIONER RODERICK L. BREMBY: Yes, I think we
would be very interested in having more
conversation with you about the bill. We also
would like to engage CMS in that dialogue,
because it's our understanding that it would
require a waiver. And typically there are cost
caps that in this particular incident would be
exceeded. But -- but let's talk.
REP. LYDDY:

Thank you, Commissioner.

I think one of the points is that we were
hoping that it, the cost would -- would
eventually be reduced because the State would

•
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have to pay, would pay a less fee or a smaller
fee to a home health care provider who was
doing it on his or her own than through an
agency. And we're not trying to cut out the
agencies altogether, because I think the vast
majority of Medicaid consumers would want to go
through an agency, just because it's easier.
But I think there's some consumers who feel
they can handle that procedure on their own.
COMMISSIONER RODERICK L. BREMBY:
REP. LYDDY:

Let's talk.

Okay; thank you, Commissioner.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR MUSTO:

Representative Thompson.

REP. THOMPSON:

Good afternoon, Commissioner.

COMMISSIONER RODERICK L. BREMBY:

•

•

REP. THOMPSON:

Good afternoon.

Telemedicine --

COMMISSIONER RODERICK L. BREMBY:

Yes.

REP. THOMPSON:
-- and providing expand -- and
having a great promise to provide expansion
services for those most in need, and it seems
to me that allied or rather affecting that
progress is the increasing evidence of shortage
of primary care providers; that's not just a
problem here in Connecticut but it's a national
problem, and it's receiving serious attention.
It would seem to me that we -- we are sitting
here in Connecticut with a -- a -- an
organization of federally qualified health
centers who provide primary care; that's their
primary business, if I may play on words, and
you are well aware of that. We've had very
brief conversations in subcommittees .
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DAVID L. BOOMER: Mr. Chairman, I'm David Boomer
with the Kowalski Group, and I'm just going to
present, briefly, Gerri Bouchard's testimony.
SENATOR MUSTO:

Sure.

DAVID L. BOOMER: She's the Legislative Chair for
the Connecticut Society for Respiratory Care,
which are the respiratory care therapists in
the state. There are approximately 2000 of
them, and what Gerri was going to talk about
was House Bill 5476, a bill that creates a
pilot project for certain Medicaid recipients
that are living at home that need 24-hour care.

•

And part of the bill relates to one of the
services that they're entitled to have is
respiratory care.
So Gerri was going to simply
ask you to add in the -- the profession
respiratory care therapists to the bill to make
clear they could provide that service too .
So, I'd be happy to answer any questions, and
you have Gerri's testimony.
SENATOR MUSTO:
DAVID L. BOOMER:
SENATOR MUSTO:

That's it?
Yes, sir.
We have a question.

REP. GIBBONS: Thank you for coming to testify,
because this is a bill that I've been working
with, with a constituent or a couple of
constituents for a long time to get forward.
And always in the past we've heard that it
can't be done; that you have to ask for a
waiver; it will cost too much; and, we just
can't afford to do it. We've since found out
that a lot of states do, indeed, offer the
ability for home health or licensed LPNs, I
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guess, and RNs. And we'd be happy to add your
group to the list to get their own Medicaid
numbers and be -- do direct billing to
Medicaid.
DAVID L. BOOMER:

Great.

REP. GIBBONS:
I think that from what I heard from
the conversation with Dr. Bremby earlier is
that we'll have to sit down and have a
discussion. We'll have to make sure that we
limit the pilot, probably to ventilator
patients, and if that is something that would
be okay with your group -DAVID L. BOOMER:

Yup,

(inaudible)

REP. GIBBONS:
or respiratory patients, then it
narrows down the group, so it isn't just
everybody on Medicaid.

•

DAVID L. BOOMER: We look forward to working with
you on this .
REP. GIBBONS:

Okay.

And your name again, please?

DAVID L. BOOMER:
I'm David Boomer, with the
Kowalski Group, and -REP. GIBBONS:

Okay.

DAVID L. BOOMER:
we represent the Connecticut
Society for Respiratory Care.
I'll stop up -REP. GIBBONS:

•

You do have --

DAVID L. BOOMER:

-- at your office.

REP. GIBBONS:

a card?

DAVID L. BOOMER:

You bet .

Okay; I'd like it.
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You bet.
All right; thank you.

Any other questions?
No.

Thank you, very much.

Lindsey Morelle come back?
Rick Carbray.
RICHARD T. CARBRAY: Good evening -- excuse me -Senator Musto, and members of the committee.
My name is Rick Carbray.
I am an independent
pharmacy owner, two pharmacies in Hamden,
Connecticut, and also Co-chair of the
Legislative Committee for the Connecticut
Pharmacists Association.

~

Our executive director has spoken already and
as my colleagues have been up here this
afternoon, so I won't be redundant and go over
some of the things they mentioned and maybe try
to highlight a few of the things that they
might not have picked up.
Probably for over the last 25 years, I've been
in front of this committee as well as
Appropriations, talking about Medicaid
reimbursement.
So it's not a new issue; it's
something that we've been going back and forth
on for many, many years. And certainly what's
happened in the last years has been pretty
devastating to all pharmacy, in general.
This bill is a significant assistance to
independent pharmacy in leveling the playing
field with the chain pharmacies. And you can

~
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Human Service Committee
Room 2000, Legislative Office Building
Hartford , CT 06106
To Whom It May Concern:
On behalf of the Connecticut Society for Respiratory Care (CTSRC)
representing the interests of nearly 2000 licensed Connecticut
respiratory therapists, I am requesting that the language of HB 5476 '
An Act Expanding Consumer Choice for Skilled Nursing Care At Home• be
amended to include licensed respiratory therapists as those who may
provide services under this pilot project.
The CTSRC supports the intent of HB 5476, a pilot project to offer a
home care option to ventilator dependent patients in need of skilled
care.
However, licensed respiratory therapists, who are the primary clinician
that provides care to ventilator patients was omitted from the bill
language.
Mechanical ventilation is a complex task that requires the caregiver
to understand the technical components of the ventilator, the
pathophysiology of the respiratory system, and patient-ventilator
interaction.
Respiratory therapists are specifically educated and competency tested
in all aspects of cardio-respiratory services, including management of
the ventilator patient in all care settings.
There are numerous Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) to be utilized
specifically by respiratory therapists. These CPGs are either peer
reviewed or evidence based and are published in the scientific Journal
Respiratory Care. http://www.rcjournal.com/cpgs/index.cfm
For example there are but several CPGs respiratory therapists follow
which are directed specifically at providing ventilator care. These
include:
Long-Term

Invas~ve

Mechanical Ventilation in the Home

Selection of Device, Administration of Bronchodilator, and Evaluation
of Response to Therapy in Mechanically Ventilated Patients
Evidence-Based Guidelines for Weaning and Discontinuing Ventilatory
Support
Care of the Ventilator Circuit and Its Relation to VentilatorAssociated Pneumonia
Endotracheal Suctioning of Mechanically Ventilated
Artificial Airways 2010

Pat~ents

With

Selection of Device, Administration of Bronchodilator, and Evaluation
of Response to Therapy in Mechanically Ventilated Patients
Patient-Ventilator System Checks

000628

Respiratory therapists are clearly on the forefront of providing the
full range of services to ventilator dependent patients and would be
invaluable to the patients if permitted to be part of this important
pilot project.
The Connecticut Society for Respiratory Care respectfully requests that
HB 5476 be revised to include licensed respiratory therapists.

Sincerely,
Dorothy Alvarez RRT
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Testimony before the Human Services Committee
Commissioner Roderick L. Bremby
March 13, 2012
Good afternoon, Senator Musto, Representative Tercyak and distinguished members of
the Human Services Committee. My name is Roderick Bremby and I am Commissioner
of the Department of Social Services (DSS). I am here today to testify on a number of
bills that impact the department.
~
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$.B. No. 391 (RAISED) AN ACT EXPANDING ACCESS BY VETERANS TO
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.

Y639(

S8.39te
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This bill proposes that Veterans' Aid and Attendance be excluded from determining
Hf2J5~5D
eligibility for DSS programs and services. We believe that the impact would be minimal
due to the small. number of clients that would be affected and could easily be
-bl ;..o..v
~mpleme?ted by.the depa~m~nt on behalfofve~erans. Therefore, based on the
IJjJ._t:-ll-51)
mformatlon we have at this tlme, we support this proposal.
~n_.u~,'2""'-~~-="""~""::"""
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S.B. No. 392 (RAISE])) AN ACT CONCERNING PHARMACY MEDICAID
REIMBURSEMENT.

I
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The purpose of this bill is to establish various reimbursement rates for different types of
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pharmacies. Reimbursement would be based on whether a retail pharmacy is a chain
-t;:.IJ;ct+D U
versus an independent pharmacy. The language in this bill distinguishes independent
pharmacies from chain pharmacies based on ownership (privately owned versus publicly
traded) and by the number of in-state stores.
-t:f£,54~k

Jit,?SLf?) /

The CT Pharmacy Association has for years advocated for the department to establish
differential reimbursement for independent pharmacies and chain pharmacies. Due to the
volume of transactions, chain pharmacies have enhanced negotiating power and are able
to purchase pharmaceuticals at a much more discounted rate than independent
pharmacies.
While this proposal is well-intended, funding was not included in the Governor's
recommended budget adjustments to support this increase. Therefore, this proposal
cannot be supported by the depa1tment.

1±85"41.2
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(RAISED) AN ACT EXPANDING CONSUMER CHOICE FOR
SKILLED NURSING CARE AT HOME.
The bill would establish a pilot program under a Section 1115 Medicaid waiver to allow
mdrviduals receiving continuous skilled nursing services in their home to have the option
of directly hiring registered and licensed practical nurses rather than the state paymg for
the services through a home health agency. The Department would be required to create
a methodology and fee to certify nurses to provide such skilled care. Certification
requirements would include, but not be limited to, nurses who (1) have a current
affiliation with an accredited hospital or other nursing facility; (2) have a current
Medicaid provider number; (3) have at least one year of experience providing such care;
(4) certify, in writing, that they shall not terminate care without providing a two-week
written notice to the consumer, except m cases of documented severe illness, injury or
death; (5) agree to implement a physician-approved plan of care; (6) submit to a criminal
background check and demonstrate no convictions and (7) certify in wnting, that they
shall assist the consumer in obtaining replacement care in the event the nurse is unable to
work for any reason. The Department would also be required to survey Medicaid
recipients living at home with continuous skilled nursing services to determine whether
they have experienced interruptions of service and the reasons for such interruptions, and
to determine the staffing levels of home health agencies and the salanes these agencies
pay their nursing staff.
The Department funds nursing services provided to mdividuals m their homes by
enrolling and paying home health care agencies as providers. Home health care agencies
employ registered nurses, licensed practical nurses and home health aides, in addition to
physical and occupational therapists Home health care agencies are licensed by the
Department of Public Health pursuant to state statute ( §§ 19a-490 and 19a-491) and state
regulations ( §§ 19-l3-D66 to -D79 and §§ l?b-262-724 to -735, inclusive).
Under federal law, nursing services performed as a component of home health services
must be provided "on a part-time or intermittent basis by a home health agency . . or 1f
there is no agency in the area, a registered nurse" who IS licensed to practice m the state
and who meets other specific requirements outlined m the law (42 C.F R. § 440 70(b)(1)).
While federal law permits states to cover private duty nursing without the use of licensed
home health care agencies, the Department currently hm1ts coverage to services provided
by home health care agenc1es because such agencies are well regulated and afford the
most protection for clients. For example, m the event that a nurse or other caregiver IS
unable to cover a shift one day, the home health care agency is responsible for arranging
for coverage Furthermore, if the home health care agency chooses to discontinue
providing services to a client, they may do so only wtth proper notice and must continue
service until another provider is identified

•

The Department has opposed legislation similar to this bill in the past because 1t removes
the protections clients have if their regular nurse cannot provide service, or 1f the agency
wishes to discontinue services In both cases, the agency is required to mamtam services
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until another care prov1der 1s 1dent1fied Few clients, under the best of circumstances,
have the resources to recruit and hire their own nurses. Similarly, the Department does
not have the resources to recruit, cert1fy and maintain a list of nurses interested in
providmg such services, nor does it have the resources to pollee the employment policies
of home health agencies, a role more appropriate to the Department of Public Health.
The language of Section !(b) suggests that nurses employed by hospitals and nursing
facilities could be enlisted to certify for the pilot, however, since these employers
struggle themselves to main tam their cadres of nursmg staff, it is doubtful that they
would either welcome or cooperate wtth this pilot.
The pilot would also allow LPNs to practice without the supervision of an RN, which
would require significant changes to Connecticut's Nurse Practice Act. A further review
of this provision needs to be undertaken by the Department of Consumer Protection and
the Department of Public Health
Lastly, the bill requires a survey of Medicaid clients requiring continuous skilled nursing
services in their homes to assess the frequency that their services are interrupted The
Department is not opposed to such a measure and will endeavor to conduct such a survey
This study can be conducted administratively, therefore legtslation is not requtred.

•

It is our understanding that this legislation is being p10posed to address the needs of one
individual. However, this change to our services would require the department to seek a
Medicaid waiver from the federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid services, a long
and arduous process which consumes limited resources Moreover, 1f approved by CMS,
this change would not apply to just this one individual but to all Medicaid recipients
Thus, we do not support the bill.

H.B. No. 5477 (RAISED) AN ACT CONCERNING MEDICAID.
This bill would require that the Commisswner of Social Servtces conduct a study of
Medicaid programs including: (l) factors the Commissioner deems pertinent to quality of
care, and (2) whether there are any gaps in access by ehgtble residents This new
requirement appears to duplicate in part the much broader access and quality reporting
that is required of the Commissioner under existing statute that establishes the Medical
Assistance Program Oversight Council (MAPOC). The Department does not suppmi
new reportmg requirements that duplicate those that are requued by the MAPOC or that
fragment the oversight of access and quality performance monitoring.

H.B. No. 5480 (RAISED) AN ACT CONCERNING INCREASING HOME AND
COMMUNITY-BASED CARE FOR ELDERLY MEDICAID RECIPIENTS.
Section 1 requires DSS to seek approval of a 1915(1) Med1caid state plan amendment to
improve access for individuals who are eligible for the state-funded categones (Levels I

•
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LG'adingAge··
Connecticut

Formerly CANPFA

Testimony to the Human Services Committee
Regarding
Senate Bill 394, An Act Concerning Medicaid Eligibility and the Identification and
Recovery of Assets
Senate Bill 395, An Act Increasing the Personal Needs Allowance for Certain Long-Term
Care Facility Residents
House Bill 5475. An Act Concerning Nursing Homes
House Bill 5476, An Act Expanding Consumer Choice for Skilled Nursing Care at Home
House BiiL5480. An Act Concerning Increasing Community-Based Care for Elderly
Medicaid Recipients
House bill 5482, An Act Expanding the Congregate Meals Program for the Elderly
House Bill 5483, An Act Concerning Coverage of Telemedicine Services Under Medicaid

Presented by Mag Morelli, President of LeadingAge Connecticut
March 13, 2012
Good afternoon Senator Musto, Representative Tercyak and members of the Human Services
Committee. My name is Mag Morelli and I am the President of LeadingAge Connecticut, a
membership association of over 130 mission-driven and not-for-profit provider organizations
serving older adults across the entire continuum of long term care. (LeadingAge Connecticut
was formerly known as the Connecticut Association of Not-for-profit Providers for the Aging or
CANPFA.) LeadingAge Connecticut members are sponsored by religious, fraternal, commumty
and municipal organizations and are dedicated to expanding the world of possibilities for aging.
We have submitted written testimony on several bills before you today and I would like to speak
in support of one of those bills, Senate Bill 394, An Act Concerning Medicaid Eligibility and
the Identification and Recovery of Assets.

-e

LeadingAge Connecticut would like to thank the Comm1ttee for raising this bill which proposes to
ease the financial burden placed on nursing homes when a Medicaid penalty penod is imposed
on a nursing homes resident. This legislation would also strengthen asset recover efforts and
insert common sense rules into the eligibility process. We believe that modifying the regulations
in this manner will not only assist nursing homes, but w1ll also promote the use of private
resources to pay for nursing home care rather than encouraging a reliance on Med1caid fund1ng.

-000_6 7_8 ----this legislation, the state payments would trigger the existing statute and allow the state to
pursue recovery of the transferred asset.
We believe that involving the state in the recovery effort will not only increase the amount of
recovered assets, but will also influence the behavior of consumers who might otherwise
attempt to move assets when a relative is admitted to a nursing home. We believe that
consumers will be more fearful of intentionally taking an asset from a nursing home resident if
they believe that the state will assist the nursing home in pursuing collection.
Single Disqualifying Asset
A nursing home resident is deemed eligible for Medicaid once their assets are spent down to
less than $1,600. If a Medicaid applicant is found to have an asset that is more than that, 1t is
considered a "disqualifying asset" and the applicant is not eligible for Medicaid during the month
in which they possessed the disqualifying asset. The difficulty occurs when a single disqualifying
asset is not discovered right away or cannot be easily liquidated and serves to deem the
applicant ineligible for each month that they possessed the asset. A simple example would be if
you applied for Medicaid in January and it was discovered in June that you possessed a $2,000
disqualifying asset, then that asset disqualified you in January, in February, in March, in April, in
May, and then in June. S1x months of ineligibility because of a $2,000 asset.

The delays in processing Medicaid applications have exacerbated this problem. Medicaid
applicants are being deemed Ineligible for several months due of the delayed discovery of a
single disqualifying asset that triggers ineligibility for all the months the application sat pending
in the state office. It might be just a $5,000 life insurance policy purchased fifty years ago that no
one was aware of at the time of the application, but it will deem the person ineligible for all the
months that application sat wa1ting to be processed. And the nursing home will not be pa1d for
those months of care provided. Similarly, single disqualifying assets that are difficult to liquidate
have historically caused distressing eligibility situations and months of uncompensated care.
This proposed legislation offers a common sense solution that acknowledges and accounts for
the disqualifying asset without causing extended periods of uncompensated care.
Again, we thank the Committee for ra1sing this bill and addressing these crucial issues.
Senate Bill 395, An Act Increasing the Personal Needs Allowance
LeadingAge Connecticut supports this and other bills proposed to increase the amount of the
nursing home resident's personal needs allowance which was reduced in the last legislative
session. The additional amount of money provided through an increase can enhance an
individual's personal experience and quality of life as a resident of a skilled nursing facility.
House Bill 5475, An Act Concerning Nursing Homes
LeadingAge Connecticut appreciates the proposal to conduct this study of the factors deemed
pertinent to nursing home quality of care and the current nursing home bed need, but it is our
understanding that theses same issues are expected to be addressed by the consultants
currently assisting in the development of the Long Term Care Rightsizing Strategic Plan being
conducted through the Money Follows the Person Program.
House Bill 5476, An Act Expanding Consumer Choice for Skilled Nursing Care at Home
LeadingAge Connect1cut promotes a long term care system that provides for consumer choice,
but we have some concerns and reservations with this specific proposal to create the
independent practice of nursing. First, we do not understand why the current licensed home
care field can not meet the consumer demand articulated in this bill. It appears that this proposal

000679

1s challenging the home health care agency model of care and we do not understand why.
Second, we are concerned with how this proposal changes the current scope of practice for
nursing and how those changes will affect other elements of the health care field. Third, the
creation of a central registry raises questions regarding whether the registry will be exclusive
and whether consumers would be able to choose outside of the registry. At this point this bill
raises too many concerns and we are not be in a position to support it.
House Bill 5480, An Act Concerning Increasing Home and Community-Based Care for
Elderly Medicaid Recipients
LeadingAge Connecticut would support the state's effort to apply for the State Balancing
Incentive Payment Program.
House Bill 5482, An Act Expanding the Congregate Meals Program for the Elderly
LeadingAge Connecticut supports efforts to increase support and funding for the elderly nutrition
programs. Funding for the nutrition programs has not increased for several years, but the costs
associated with the delivery of congregate and home delivered meals have dramatically
increased over that same period and the result has been a reduction in the ability to provide the
same level of service to our elderly. It is critical that we increase support and provide an
adequate level of service because affordable, nutritious meals for seniors are essential for their
health and well-being. For many, the meal they receive at the congregate meal sites or through
home delivery is the only nutritious meal they can afford. That is why we support this bill to
expand the Congregate Meals Program for the Elderly.
House Bill 5483, An Act Concerning Coverage of Telemedicine Services Under Medicaid
LeadingAge Connecticut believes that technology will transform the aging experience and that
telemedicine will play a crucial role in the future of aging services. LeadingAge CAST has just
released an analysis of state payments for Ag1ng Services Technologies (AST) and the link to
that report is printed below. The analysis shows that 44 states reimburse for Personal
Emergency Response Systems (PERS), 16 states reimburse for medication management and
seven states reimburse for home telehealth/telemonitoring. While this is promising, we do
remain cautious regarding the reimbursement for telemedicine. Precautions must be in place to
ensure a standard of care that is required by state statute and regulation. We would therefore
recommend that Medicaid reimbursement be limited to telehealth/telemonitoring that is being
performed by licensed Connecticut providers.

Link to the CAST Analysis of State Payments for AST:
http://www.leadinqaqe.org/uploadedFiles/Content/About/CAST/CAST State Paymen %20Anal
ysis.pdf

Thank you for this opportunity to testify and I would be glad to answer any questions.
Mag Morelli, LeadingAge Connecticut, mmorelli@leadinqaqect.org (860) 828-2903
LeadingAge Connecticut, 1340 Worthington Ridge, Berlin, CT 06037
www .leadingagect.org
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Lile Gibbons, House Ranking Member, Human Services Committee
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March 13,2012

RE:

HB 5476 AA Expanding Consumer Choice for Skilled Nursing Care at
Home

Good afternoon, members of the Human Services Committee. I am standing in for a
constituent today as he is disabled, home bound and unable to make the trip to Hartford
today to testify. I am writing to ask for your support for HB 5476, "AA Expanding
Consumer Choice for Skilled Nursing Care at Home".
The purpose of this bill is to help Medicaid consumers, with medically complex cases
and living at home, the option to hire private duty nurses on their own or to use the state's
agency based plan (or both); some constituents with severe medical needs have found
that agencies simply cannot keep enough qualified nurses on staff because of low
reimbursement rates.
The bill would increase the pool of qualified nurses by raising the hourly rates many now
receive under the state's agency-based system. This proposal could ultimately be a cost
savings for the state as the initial hourly rate for a nurse would be less than the hourly rate
through the agency, (but more than the nurse's current take-home pay) .

•
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This bill directs DSS to apply for a Section 115 Federal waiver to begin a five year
limited pilot project to allow LPNs (licensed practical nurses) and RNs (registered
nurses) to obtain their own Medicaid number permitting them to be a direct Medicaid
provider and hired independently of an agency by a Medicaid consumer. This, or another
type of waiver from federal Medicaid requirements, would allow the state to offer this
option on a limited basis, rather than statewide, to determine its effectiveness.
The purpose of the agency is to screen available nurses for current certification and also
·to ensure patient safety by agreeing not to terminate patient coverage without a two-week
notice. However, some consumers are able and willing to make informed choices
regarding management of the services they receive, or have a legal guardian or
designated relative able and willing to make the choices. Under the legislation, similar
to programs in other states, applicants would be screened for competency to directly hire
nurses and must state how they will maintain their care if the nurse is sick or doesn't
show, since there is no agency involvement.
I believe the current bill addresses these certification, termination and cost concerns. The
state would take on the initial administrative burdens and costs of establishing a
certification system, a registry of such nurses and a reimbursement plan to pay them as
independent Medicaid providers (something already in place for other health care
professionals). But the cost would be mitigated in the long run via hourly rates lower
than they are now for some consumers.
Lastly, the bill asks the DSS Commissioner to conduct a survey of Medicaid recipients
receiving continuous, skilled nursing care at home to collect data on consumers
requesting direct hires and on agencies providing home health care.
This legislation is in keeping with a nationwide trend, fueled by federal health reform
laws, to offer consumers more options for less restrictive care at home. In 2010, 24
states, including all other New England states-<>ffered private duty nursing as part of
their state Medicaid plan, with several limiting that option to ventilator dependent
consumers. While this bill does not designate a geographic area or detail the type of
consumer eligible to directly hire his nursing staff, we could be amenable to including
that in that bill should it move forward.
Thank you for your time and attention.
Sincerely,

&~/lc,"'-7
Lile R. Gibbons
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Human Serv1ce Committee
Room 2000, Legislative Off1ce Build1ng
Hartford, CT 06106
To Whom It May Concern.
As a member of the Connecticut Society for Resp1ratory Care (CTSRC) . I am request1ng that the
language of HB 5476' An Act Expanding Consumer Choice for Skilled Nursing Care At Home" be
amended to include ltcensed respiratory therapists as those who may provide serv1ces under
this p1lot project.
The CTSRC supports the intent of HB 5476, a pilot project to offer a home care option to
ventilator dependent pat1ents m need of skilled care
However, licensed resp1ratory therap1sts, who are the primary clinician that provides care to
ventilator patients was omitted from the b1lllanguage.
Mechanical vent1lat1on is a complex task that reqwres the caregiver to understand the technical
components of the ventilator, the pathophysiology of the respiratory system, and patientventilator interaction.

·-

Respiratory therapists are specifically educated and competency tested in all aspects of cardiorespiratory services, including management of the ventilator pat1ent in all care settmgs.
There are numerous Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs} to be utilized specifically by resp1ratory
therapists. These CPGs are either peer revtewed or evidence based and are published tn the
scientific Journal Respiratory Care http"//www rcjournal.com/cpgs/index.cfm
For example there are but several CPGs respiratory therapists follow which are directed
specifically at providing ventilator care. These include:

Long-Term Invasive Mechamcal Venttlatton in the Home
Selection of Device, Administration of Bronchodtlator, ond Evaluatton of Response to Therapy tn
Mechanically Ventilated Pattents
Evidence-Based Guideltnesfor Weantng ond Discontinuing Ventilatory Support
Care of the Ventilator Circuit and Its Relatton to Venttlator-Assoctated Pneumoma
Endotracheal SucttOmng of Mechontcally Ventilated Pattents
With Arttfietal Atrwoys 2010
Selectton of Devtee, Admtntstratton of Bronchodtlator, and Evaluation of Response to Therapy tn
Mechamcally Venttlated Patients
Pattent-Venttlator System Checks

•••
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Respiratory therapists are clearly on the forefront of prov1ding the full range of serv1ces to
ventilator dependent pat1ents and would be invaluable to the patients if perm1tted to be part of
this 1mportant p1lot project.
The Connect1cut Soc1ety for Respiratory Care respectfully requests that HB 5476 be revised to
include licensed respiratory therap1sts.
These patients deserve the best respiratory care that can be prov1ded for them, and the
Respiratory Care Practitioners of Connecticut can prov1de them w1th this care.

Smcerely,
Paul Trig11ia

•

Paul Trigiha, RRT, RCP,MPH
Manager Resp1ratory-Serv1ces
Lawrence & Memorial Hosp1tal
365 New London, Connecticut 06320
Off1ce· 860-442-0711 Extens1on 4803
Fax 860-444-37 40
ptrig1lia@lmhosp org
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Human Servtce Commtttee
Room 2000, Legislative Office Butldmg
Hartford , CT 061 06
To Whom It May Concern:
On behalfofthe Connecticut Society for Respiratory Care (CTSRC) representing the
interests of nearly 2000 licensed Connecticut respiratory therapists, I am requestmg that
the language ofHB 5476 'An Act Expanding Consumer Choice for Skilled Nursine: Care
At Home" be amended to include licensed respiratory therapists as those who may
provide services under this pilot project.
The CTSRC supports the intent ofHB 5476, a pilot project to offer a home care option to
ventilator dependent patients in need of skilled care.
However, licensed respiratory therapists, who are the primary clinician that provtdes care
to ventilator patients was omitted from the bill language.

•

Mechanical ventilation is a complex task that reqmres the caregiver to understand the
technical components of the ventilator, the pathophysiology of the respiratory system,
and patient-ventilator interaction .
Respiratory therapists are specifically educated and competency tested in all aspects of
cardio-respiratory services, including management of the ventilator patient in all care
settings.
The are numerous Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) to be utilized specifically by
respiratory therapists. These CPGs are either peer reviewed or evidence based and are
published m the sctentific Journal Respiratory Care.
http://www .rcjournal.com/cpgs/index.cfrn
For example these are but several CPGs respiratory therapists follow which are directed
specifically at providing ventilator care. These include:
Long-Term Invasive Mechanical Ventzlatzon m the Home
Selectzon of Device, Admimstratzon of Bronchodilator, and Evaluatzon of Response to
Therapy in Mechanically Ventzlated Patients
Evzdence-Based Guidelznes for Weaning and Dzscontinuing Ventzlatory Support
Care of the Ventilator Czrcwt and Its Relatzon to Ventzlator-Assoczated Pneumonia
Endotracheal Suctzonzng of Mechanzcally Ventilated Patzents

••
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With Artificial Airways 2010
Selection of Devzce, Administration of Bronchodilator, and Evaluation of Response to
Therapy in Mechanically Ventilated Patients
Patient- Ventzlator System Checks

Respiratory therapists are clearly on the forefront of providmg the full range of services
to ventilator dependent patients and would be invaluable to the patients if permitted to be
part of this important pilot project
The Connecticut Society for Respiratory Care respectfully requests that HB 5476 be
revised to include hcensed respiratory therapists.

Smcerely,
Antonio J Buckner, RRT
Treasurer, Connecticut Society for Respiratory Care

•
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Human Service Committee
Room 2000, Legislative Office Building
Hartford, CT 06106
To Whom It May Concern:
On behalf of the Connecticut Society for Respiratory Care (CTSRC) representmg the
interests of nearly 2000 licensed Connecticut respiratory therapists, I am requesting that
the language ofHB 5476 'An Act Expanding Consumer Choice for Skilled Nursmg Care
At Home" be amended to include licensed respiratory therapists as those who may
provide services under this pilot project.
The CTSRC supports the intent ofHS-..~H..ZQ._a pilot project to offer a home care option to
ventilator dependent patients in need of skilled care.
However, licensed respiratory therapists, who are the primary clinician that provides care
to ventilator patients was omitted from the bill language.

•••"

Mechanical ventilation is a complex task that requires the caregiver to understand the
technical components of the ventilator, the pathophysiology of the respiratory system,
and patient-ventilator interaction .
Respiratory therapists are specifically educated and competency tested in all aspects of
cardio-respiratory services, including management of the ventilator patient in all care
settings.
There are numerous Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) to be utilized specifically by
respiratory therapists. These CPGs are either peer reviewed or evidence based, and are
published in the scientific Journal Respiratory Care.
http://www.rcjournal.com/cpgs/index.cfm
For example, these are but several CPGs respiratory therapists follow which are directed
specifically at providing ventilator care. These mclude:

Long-Term Invasive Mechanical Ventilation in the Home
Selection ofDevice, Administration of Bronchodilator, and Evaluatwn of Response to
Therapy m Mechanically Ventilated Patients
Evidence-Based Guidelmes for Weamng and D1scontinumg Ventilatory Support
Care of the Ventilator Cira11t and Its Relatwn to Vent1lator-Assocwted Pneumoma
Endotracheal Suctwnmg of Mechamcally Ventilated Pat1ents

•
'
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With Artificial Airways 2010
Selection of Device. Admimstratzon of Bronchodilator, and Evaluation of Response to
Therapy in Mechanically Ventilated Patzents
Patient- Ventilator System Checks

Respiratory therapists are clearly on the forefront of providing the full range of services
to ventilator dependent patients and would be invaluable to the patients if permitted to be
part of this important pilot project.
The Connecticut Society for Respuatory Care respectfully requests that HB 5476 be
revised to include licensed respiratory therapists.

Sincerely,
Connie Dills, MBA, RRT, RPFT
Vice President of External Affairs, Connecticut Society for Respiratory Care

•
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March 12, 2012
Human Service Committee
Room 2000, Legislative Office Buildmg
Hartford , CT 061 06
To Whom It May Concern:
On behalf of the Connecticut Society for Respiratory Care (CTSRC) representing the
interests of nearly 2000 licensed Connecticut respiratory therapists, I am requesting that
the language ofHB 5476 'An Act Expanding Consumer Choice for Skilled Nursing Care
At Home" be amended to include licensed respiratory therapists as those who may
provide services under this pilot proJect.
The CTSRC supports the intent ofHB 5476, a pilot project to offer a home care option to
ventilator dependent patients in need of skilled care.
However, licensed respiratory therapists, who are the primary chmcian that provides care
to ventilator patients was omitted from the bill language.

•

Mechanical ventilation is a complex task that requires the caregiver to understand the
technical components of the ventilator, the pathophysiology of the respiratory system,
and patient-ventilator interaction .
Respiratory therapists are specifically educated and competency tested m all aspects of
cardio-respiratory services, including management of the ventilator patient m all care
settings.
There are numerous Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) to be utihzed specifically by
respiratory therapists. These CPGs are either peer reviewed or evidence based and are
published in the scientific Journal Respiratory Care.
http://www. rcjoumal. com/cpgs/index. cfm
For example, there are several CPGs respiratory therapists follow wluch are d1rected
specifically at providing ventilator care. These include·
Long-Term Invasive Mechamcal Ventzlation in the Home
Selection of Device, Administration of Bronchodzlator, and Evaluation of Response to
Therapy in Mechanically Ventilated Patients
Evidence-Based Guidelines for Weaning and Dzscontinuing Ventzlatory Support
Care of the Ventzlator Czrcuit and Its Relation to Ventilator-Assoczated Pneumonza
Endotracheal Suctionzng of Mechanzcally Ventzlated Patzents

000762

W1th Artificial Auways 2010
Selection of Dev1ce, Admmistration of BronchodLlator, and EvaluatiOn of Response to
Therapy in Mechanically Ventilated Patients
Patient-Ventilator System Checks

Respiratory therapists are clearly on the forefront of providmg the full range of services
to ventilator dependent patients and would be invaluable to the patients ifpenmtted to be
part of this important pilot project.
The Connecticut Society for Respiratory Care respectfully requests that HB 5476 be
revised to include licensed respiratory therapists.

Sincerely,
Peter W. Kennedy, PhD, RRT
Respiratory Care Program Director

~•-
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Human Service Comm1ttee
Room 2000, Legislative Office Buildmg
Hartford, CT 061 06
To Whom It May Concern:
On behalf of the Connecticut Soc1ety for Respiratory Care (CTSRC) representmg the
mterests of nearly 2000 licensed Connecticut respiratory therapists, I am requestmg that
the language ofHB 5476 'An Act Expandmg Consumer Choice for Skilled Nursing Care
At Home" be amended to include licensed respiratory therapists as those who may
provide services under this pilot project.
The CTSRC supports the intent ofHB 5476, a pilot project to offer a home care option to
ventilator dependent patients in need of skilled care.
However, licensed respiratory therapists, who are the primary clinician that provides care
to ventilator patients was omitted from the bill language.

•

Mecharucal ventilation is a complex task that requires the caregiver to understand the
technical components of the ventilator, the pathophysiology of the respiratory system,
and patient-ventilator interaction .
Respiratory therapists are specifically educated and competency tested in all aspects of
cardio-respiratory services, including management of the ventilator patient in all care
settings.
There are numerous Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) to be utilized specifically by
respiratory therapists. These CPGs are either peer reviewed or evidence based and are
published in the scientific Journal Respiratory Care.
http://www.rcjournal.com/cpgs/index.cfrn
For example there are but several CPGs resp1ratory therapists follow which are d1rected
specifically at providing ventilator care. These include:
Long-Term Invasive Mechanical Ventilation in the Home
Selectzon of Device, Administration of Bronchodilator, and Evaluatzon of Response to
Therapy in Mechanically Ventilated Patzents
Evidence-Based Guzdelznes for Weaning and Discontmwng Ventilatory Support
Care of the Ventilator Czrcuit and Its Relatzon to Ventilator-Assoczated Pneumonza

•
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Endotracheal Suctioning of Mechanically Ventilated Patzents
With Artificial Airways 2010
Selection of Device, Adminzstratzon of Bronchodilator, and Evaluatzon of Response to
Therapy in Mechanically Ventz/ated Patients
Patient- Ventzlator System Checks

Respiratory therapists are clearly on the forefront of providing the full range of services
to ventilator dependent patients and would be invaluable to the patients ifpenmtted to be
part of this important pilot project.
The Connecticut Society for Respiratory Care respectfully requests that HB 5476 be
revised to include hcensed respiratory therapists.

••

••

Sincerely,
!Maureen C. Parmelee
Maureen C. Parmelee, RCP, RRT
Delegate
Connecticut Society for Respiratory Care
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Human Service Committee
Room 2000, Legislative Office Building
Hartford, CT 061 06
To Whom It May Concern:
I am a respiratory therapist from Danbury and am writmg because I'm concerned about HB
5476. I request that your committee strongly consider that the language of HB 5476 "~t
Expanding Consumer Choice for Sk1lled Nursmg Care At Home" be amended to include
licensed respiratory therapists as those who may provide services under th1s pilot project.
I strongly support the intent ofHB 5476, a pilot proJect to offer a home care option to ventilator
dependent patients in need of skilled care. I have worked with many patients who have needed
ventilator care in the home and have not had sufficient access to professionals who can care for
them and teach their family how to care for them as well.
Licensed respiratory therapists, who are the primary clinician that provides care to ventilator
patients was omitted from the bill language.

•

Mechanical ventilation is a complex task that requires the caregiver to understand the technical
components of the ventilator, the pathophysiology of the respiratory system, and patientventilator interaction.
Respiratory therapists are specifically educated and competency tested mall aspects of cardiorespiratory services, including management of the ventilator patient in all care settings.
The are numerous Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) to be utilized specifically by respiratory
therapists. These CPGs are either peer reviewed or evidence based and are published in the
scientific Journal Respiratory Care. http://www.rcjoumal.com/cpgs/index.cfm
For example these several of the CPGs r~piratory therapists follow wh1ch are directed
specifically at providing ventilator care. These include:
Long-Term lnvaszve Mechanical Ventilation in the Home
Selectzon of Device, Administration of Bronchodzlator, and Evaluation of Response to Therapy m
Mechanically Ventilated Patients
Evidence-Based Guidelznes for Weaning and Dzscontinuing Ventzlatory Support
Care of the Ventilator Czrcwt and Its Relation to Ventilator-Assoczated Pneumonia
Endotracheal Suctionzng of Mechanically Ventzlated Patzents Wzth Artzficzal Airways 2010

••
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Selection of Device, Adminzstratzon of Bronchod!lator, and Evaluation of Response to Therapy m
Mechanically Ventilated Patients
Patient- Ventilator System Checks

Respiratory therapists are clearly on the forefront of providmg the full range of services to
ventilator dependent patients and would be mvaluable to the patients if permitted to be part of
this important pilot project.
The Connecticut Society for Respiratory Care respectfully requests that HB 5476 be revised to
include licensed respiratory therapists.

Sincerely,

•

•

Frank R. Salvatore Jr., RRT, MBA, FAARC
1903 Revere Rd
Danbury, CT 06811-2661
(203) 792-9104- Home
(845) 551-8945- Work
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Human Service Committee
Room 2000, legislative Office Building
Hartford , CT 06106
To Whom It May Concern
As a member of the Connecticut Society for Respiratory Care {CTSRC), I am requestmg that the
language of HB 5476 "An Act Expand1ng Consumer Choice for Skilled Nursing Care At Home" be
amended to include licensed resp1ratory therapists as those who may provide serv1ces under
this pilot project.
As a respiratory therapist I support the intent of HB 5476, a pilot project to offer a home care
option to ventilator dependent patients in need of skilled care.
However, as a licensed respiratory therapist, I am the one who is the pnmary clm1c1an that
provides care to ventilator patients and th1s was omitted from the bill's language.
Mechanical ventilation IS a complex task that requ1res the caregiver to understand the techmcal
components of the ventilator, the pathophysiology of the respiratory system, and patientventilator mteraction.

•

Respiratory therapists are specifically educated and competency tested m all aspects of cardiorespiratory services, including management of the ventilator patient m all care settings .
There are numerous Clinical Practice Guidelines {CPGs) to be utilized specifically by respiratory
therapists. These CPGs are either peer reviewed or evidence based and are published in the
scientific Journal Respiratory Care. http·//www.rcjournal.com/cpgs/index.cfm
For example there are but several CPGs resp1ratory therapists follow which are d1rected
specifically at providing ventilator care. These mclude:
Long-Term lnvos/Ve Mechamcal Ventilatton tn the Home
Selection of Devtce, Administratton of Bronchodtlator, and Evaluatton of Response to Therapy in
Mechanicalfy Ventilated Pattents
Evidence-Based Guidelines for Weaning and Dtsconttnwng Ventilatory Support
Care of the Venttlator Circutt and Its Relatton to Ventilator-Assoctated Pneumonta
Endotracheal Suctioning of Mechanicalfy Venttlated Patients
With Artiftcial Airways 2010
Selectton of Devtce, Administration of Bronchodilator, and Evaluation of Response to Therapy tn
Mechanicalfy Ventilated Patients
Patient-Venttlator System Checks

••
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Respiratory therapists are clearly on the forefront of providmg the full range of serv1ces to
ventilator dependent patients and would be invaluable to the pat1ents 1f permitted to be part of
this important pilot proJect
As a respiratory therapist I respectfully request that !ill5476 be rev1sed to include licensed
respiratory therapists
,

Sincerely,
Kerry McNiven MS, RRT
Professor, D1rector of Clinical Education
Respiratory Care Program
Manchester Community College
1 Great Path
Manchester, CT 06045-1046
860-512-2716
kmcniven@mcc.commnet.edu

•
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Human Service Committee
Room 2000, Legislative Office Buildmg
Hartford , CT 061 06
To Whom It May Concern.
As a Connecticut hcensed respiratory therapist with over 30 years of experience, I am
requestmg that the language ofHB 5476' An Act Expandmg Consumer Choice for
Skilled Nursing Care At Home" be amended to include hcensed respiratory therapists as
those who may proVIde services under th1s pilot project.

I support the intent ofHB 5476, a pilot project to offer a home care option to ventilator
dependent patients m need of skilled care. I have helped take care of ventilator dependent
patients in an acute care hospitals and I truly understand patient and family needs and
concerns when It IS time to transition care out of the hospital.
My concern, however, IS that licensed respiratory therapists, who are the primary
clinician that proVIdes care to ventilator patients, are omitted from the bill language.
Respiratory therapists should be an mvaluable part of the health care team who support
these patients.
Thank you for your consideration
Sincerely,
Donna Barnick, RRT-NPS
Guilford, CT
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Human Service Committee
Room 2000, Legislative Office Building
Hartford , CT 061 06
To Whom It May Concern:
On behalf of the Connecticut Society for Respiratory Care (CSRC) representing the
interests of nearly 2000 licensed Connecticut respiratory therapists, I am requesting that
the language ofHB 5476 'An Act Expanding Consumer Choice for Skilled Nursing Care
At Home" be amended to include licensed respiratory therapists as those who may
provide services under this pilot project.
The CRSC supports the intent ofHB 5476, a pilot project to offer a home care option to
ventilator dependent patients in need of skilled care.
However, licensed respiratory therapists, who are the primary clinician that provides care
to ventilator patients was omitted from the bill language.
Mechanical ventilation is a complex task that requires the caregiver to understand the
technical components of the ventilator, the pathophysiology of the respiratory system,
and patient-ventilator interaction.
Respiratory therapists are specifically educated and competency tested in all aspects of
cardio-respiratory services, including management of the ventilator patient in all care
settings.
The are numerous Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) to be utilized specifically by
resp1ratory therapists. These CPGs are either peer reviewed or evidence based and are
published in the scientific Journal Respiratory Care.
http://www.rcjournal.com/cpgs/index.cfrn
For example these are but several CPGs respiratory therapists follow which are directed
specifically at providing ventilator care. These include:
Long-Term Invasive Mechanical Ventzlation in the Home
Selectzon of Devzce, Admznzstration of Bronchodzlator, and Evaluation of Response to
Therapy in Mechanically Ventilated Patients
Evzdence-Based Guidelznes for Weaning and Dzscontinuing Ventilatory Support
Care of the Ventzlator Circuit and Its Relation to Ventzlator-Associated Pneumonza
Endotracheal Suctzonzng of Mechanically Ventzlated Patients

000771

Wah Artificial Airways 2010
Selection of Device, AdministratiOn of Bronchodzlator, and Evaluatzon of Response to
Therapy in Mechanically Ventilated Patients
Patzent- Ventilator System Checks

Respiratory therapists are clearly on the forefront of providing the full range of services
to ventilator dependent patients and would be invaluable to the patients if permitted to be
part of this important pilot project.
The Connecticut Society for Resprratory Care respectfully requests that HB 5476 be
revised to include licensed respiratory therapists.

Sincerely,
Geri Bouchard, RRT
President
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